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Abstract. For electronic government initiatives to succeed, in addition to modernising the front office, attention should be also paid in order to streamline, reorganise and support the back-office processes of public administrations that
provide public services to citizens. Furthermore, actions should be taken to
limit the loss of critical knowledge assets during the life cycle of electronic
government services. In this paper, the OntoGov project is outlined aiming to
develop, test and validate a semantically-enriched (ontology-enabled) platform
that will facilitate the consistent composition, re-configuration and evolution of
electronic government services.
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Introduction and Motivation

Electronic government (e-Gov) is a major priority in Europe today and European
governments are clearly committed to embracing related initiatives [1]. One of the
primary objectives of e-Gov is to increase productivity through higher efficiency and
to offer better quality services and innovation based on information technology [2].
For e-Gov initiatives to succeed, in addition to modernising the front office by offering public services via Internet portals, attention should be also paid to streamlining, re-organising and supporting the back-office processes of public administrations
that provide services to citizens. Furthermore, actions should be taken to limit the loss
of critical knowledge assets during the life cycle of e-Gov services.

The main objective of this paper is to outline the OntoGov project that aims to
overcome the above mentioned problems by developing, testing and validating a
semantically-enriched, ontology-enabled platform that will facilitate the consistent
composition, re-configuration and evolution of e-Gov services.
The remaining of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, state of the art
and related projects are reviewed. In Section 3, an overview of the OntoGov project
is presented. Finally, in Section 4 a summary is provided along with the plans for
future work.
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State of the Art and Related Projects

2.1 State of the art in Electronic Government
State of the art in e-Gov includes realising the concept of one-stop e-Gov [3][4],
especially together with the idea of service portals with life-situation navigation [5].
The basic ideas of one-stop e-Gov are already well-developed and their technical
realisation on top of state-of-the-art IT and web service technology is dealt with sufficiently in some running or upcoming projects. What is not solved sufficiently, are the
methodological and technological prerequisites as well as the back-office processes,
which help turning one-shot investments into one-stop approaches into sustainable,
long-term endeavours which can be maintained effectively and consistently over a
longer period of time. This idea requires on one hand a higher level of reconfigurability and on-the-fly changes of services – which is not provided by today’s
web service technology; and on the other hand a well-understood and technically
supported knowledge logistics along the horizontally (many implementing sites) and
vertically (several levels of decision-making) highly distributed decision and implementation processes of e-Gov services – which is not covered at all at the moment,
but can reuse some concepts and approaches from corporate knowledge management
(KM) where scenarios like KM in supply-chain integration, KM in virtual organizations, or KM integrations with Business Intelligence for Management Information
Systems addresses similar kinds of problems.
Since we consider ontology-based, semantically enriched models a central topic in
this area, we briefly state that the use of semantic technologies in e-Gov is still not
state-of-the-art. The e-Gov scenario is in some respects a more obvious and promising application field for ontologies than many commercial areas, since legislative
knowledge is by nature already “formal” to a big extent, it is by definition shared by
many stakeholders, and its formalization should pay off, because it could be reused in
many applications. Nevertheless, there are only very few, yet far developed ontology
projects in e-Gov. Typical is the IST FP5 SmartGov project that developed an ontology for the public sector [6] and the e-POWER project [7] which employed deep
knowledge modelling techniques for “heavy-weight” inferences for, e.g. consistency
checks, harmonisation or consistency enforcement in legislation. Although such pro-

jects convincingly show in principle the feasibility of ontology approaches in e-Gov,
they did not address the matter of service implementation or service integration.
2.2 State of the art in ontology-based Web technology
The current web is a huge collection of information, but does not yet support processing this information, i.e., using the computer as a computational device. Recent
efforts around UDDI, WSDL, and SOAP try to lift the web to a new level of service.
Software programs can be accessed and executed via the web based on the idea of
web services. Though such approaches are first steps into the direction of a web populated by services, the current Web Service description languages still have numerous limitations, e.g.:
• low expressiveness (e.g., no support for types and subsumption and no ability to express constraints);
• no ontology support for expressive data modelling;
• only simple message request/reply patterns that ignore application logic aspects in terms of processes.
Proposals like ebXML and UBL (Universal Business Language) of OASIS have
been underlining that existing proposals are more or less purely syntactical and fail to
address semantic / ontological issues. Furthermore, standards for process definitions
as well as exchange sequence definitions have been proposed such as WSFL,
XLANG, BPSS, BPML and WSCL.
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Fig. 1. Semantic Web enabled Web Services

Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the current WWW, coined the vision of a Semantic Web in which background knowledge is stored on the meaning or content of Web
resources through the use of machine-processable metadata. The Semantic Web will
bring meaningful structure to the content of Web pages. Ontologies define a vocabulary with semantically well-defined terms and, thus, enabling precise service descriptions on which mechanisms for automated discovery, composition, negotiation and
reconfiguration can be built on. Semantic Web enabled Web Services (or Intelligent
Web Services) bring together the Web Service and the Semantic Web ideas. They

provide mechanization in service identification and discovery, configuration, comparison, and combination.
Semantic Web enabled Web Services are currently being investigated in many
places. Two of the most important initiatives are the OWL-S proposal for a Web
service description language from the US, and the WSMO (Web Service Modeling
Ontology) in Europe developed for the SWWS and DIP European projects.
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OntoGov overview

The OntoGov project will specify, develop and deploy a holistic framework and a
supporting platform to improve public service provision by enabling semantically rich
representation, evolution and refinement of public processes and services to citizens
and businesses.
Currently, in an increasing number of public authorities throughout Europe the
public service provision model is comprised of the following parts (Figure 2):
• Data Sources in Back Office
•

Processes in Back Office (most of these are now automated or are in the process of automation – this is denoted as “Application Logic” in Figure 2)

•

Broker where public services are jointed up. This can be automated, semiautomated or performed manually. In the case of a central point this broker is
located at a central public authority (usually a ministry)

•

Communication channels handling the interface with citizens and businesses
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Figure 2: Current service provision model
The envisaged framework is depicted in Figure 3. The main idea behind the proposed framework is that the existing service provision mechanisms are extended to
incorporate, and to a certain degree be driven by, semantics.
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Figure 3. OntoGov service provision model
The new Semantic Provision Model consists of several components. In a bottomup approach the work to be done within this project consists of the following steps:
• Work at a conceptual level (towards the Framework for Semantic Service
Provision)
1. Identify services (knowledge domains) of particular importance e.g. issuing birth certificate, VAT payment etc.
2. For each service derive a Semantic Framework (the Domain Ontology)
for describing the respective knowledge domain by re-using the findings
of the previous step.
3. From the Domain Ontologies, identify and extract the common concepts
and properties that shall form the National Semantic Framework (National Ontology). At this stage this can be realised by defining the necessary mapping/reconciliation/etc mechanisms that will lead to a hierarchy of OntoGov processes.
4. For some specific services derive a pilot Pan-European Semantic
Framework (Pan-European Ontology for that Domain) e.g. PanEuropean Ontology for issuing a Birth Certificate.
• Work at a technical level (towards the supporting platform)
5. Develop the Service configuration modules for automated or semiautomated communication between Domain Ontology, Data Sources
and Application Logic

6.
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Develop all interfaces for different stakeholders (citizens, managers,
politicians, etc.) at various levels (local authorities, national focal points,
pan-European level).

Epilogue

In this paper, an overview of the OntoGov project is presented. OntoGov is a 30months research and development project aiming to develop, test and validate a semantically-enriched (ontology-enabled) platform that will facilitate the consistent
composition, re-configuration and evolution of e-Gov services. Our next steps are to
proceed with a detailed specification, development, deployment and evaluation of this
platform.
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